Abstract. Three-dimensional Delaunay triangulations are the most common form of threedimensional triangulations known, but they are not very suitable for tetrahedral nite element meshes because they tend to contain poorly-shaped sliver tetrahedra. In this paper, we present an algorithm for constructing improved-quality triangulations with respect to a tetrahedron shape measure. This algorithm uses combinations of two or more local transformations to improve a given triangulation towards an optimal triangulation. Experimental results on nite element meshes show that this algorithm is much more e ective than previous methods at removing slivers from Delaunay triangulations and producing nearly optimal triangulations. A variation of this algorithm for improving a pseudo-locally-optimal non-Delaunay triangulation towards a Delaunay triangulation is also presented.
a local transformation to remove a sliver if possible, else a vertex of the sliver is moved to the midpoint of a mesh edge incident on this vertex. The method in 1] adds a new mesh vertex (whose position is not precisely de ned) near the sliver and produces a retriangulation; it is not clear whether this retriangulation is just the incremental step of updating a Delaunay triangulation. The method in 17] applies a local transformation if possible, else a new mesh vertex (centroid of either sliver or polyhedron formed from union of nearby tetrahedra) is added and some tetrahedra around the sliver are retriangulated with the new vertex; it is not clear how the retriangulation is performed. These three methods all seem to assume that no new sliver is created by the modi cation. None of these three papers give any statistics on the quality of the triangulations after the sliver-removing method is applied. Our guess is that the e ectiveness of these methods are at most similar to the algorithm in 6].
There are some tetrahedral mesh generation methods that use Laplacian smoothing or some variation of this to improve the positioning of mesh vertices and quality of tetrahedra 2, 5, 15] , but the few statistics reported indicate that poorly-shaped tetrahedra remain after the smoothing. Once the positioning of mesh vertices is xed, the algorithm described in this paper should be e ective in improving the triangulations produced by these methods. Note that our algorithm is not restricted to removing slivers only; medium-quality tetrahedra may also be removed in favour of tetrahedra of better quality. This paper is organized as follows. In x2, preliminary de nitions and results are given. In x3, various combinations of two or more local transformations are described. In x4, the new algorithm is presented along with some experimental results. In x5, a variation of this algorithm for improving a pseudo-locally-optimal non-Delaunay triangulation towards a Delaunay triangulation is described. In x6, concluding remarks are given.
2. Preliminaries. Local transformations are based on the possible con gurations of ve distinct non-coplanar 3-D points, a, b, c, d, and e 6, 12] . The ve di erent con gurations are shown in Figure 1 . In the rst two con gurations, no four of the ve points are coplanar; line segment de intersects the interior of face abc in con guration 1 and a is in the interior of the convex hull in con guration 2. In the last three con gurations, a, b, d, and e are coplanar and form the possible con gurations of four planar points. Local transformations are possible only if the ve points are in con guration 1 or 3; the triangulation changes from the A to the B version or vice versa. In con guration 1, the interior face abc in triangulation A is swapped for the interior faces ade, bde, cde in triangulation B. In con guration 3, the face abc (or edge ab) in triangulation A is swapped for the face cde (or edge de) in triangulation B. Note that the type of con guration can be determined using barycentric coordinates 12].
Let V = fv 1 ; v 2 ; : : :; v n g be a set of n 5 distinct non-coplanar 3-D points. We now consider triangulations of V, where a triangulation is a connection of the points of V into (nondegenerate or positive-volume) tetrahedra such that they ll the convex hull of the points and the intersection of any two tetrahedra is either a common face, a common edge, a common vertex, or empty. In general, many di erent triangulations of V are possible. A Delaunay triangulation is one which satis es the empty circumsphere property, i.e. the circumsphere of any tetrahedron of the triangulation contains none of the n points of V in its interior. A Delaunay triangulation is unique if no ve of the n points are co-spherical. In this paper, we are mainly interested in triangulations which are optimal or nearly optimal with respect to a tetrahedron shape measure . We assume is invariant under translation, rotation, re ection, and uniform scaling (i.e. the scale factors along the three axes are identical), attains a maximum value only for the regular tetrahedron, and approaches zero for all poorly-shaped tetrahedra (those near degenerate tetrahedra of zero volume). Examples of tetrahedron shape measures are the minimum solid angle min of a tetrahedron, min = sin( min =2), and the radius ratio , which is 3 times the ratio of inradius to circumradius of a tetrahedron. A detailed discussion of tetrahedron shape measures is provided in 13], including a formula for min which requires no trigonometric calculation, and the following formula for : 
where v is the volume of the tetrahedron, the s i are the areas of the four faces of the tetrahedron, and the p i are the products of the lengths of opposite edges of the tetrahedron.
Let T and T 0 be di erent triangulations of V with p and q tetrahedra, respectively. A sequence for T is de ned to be u = ( 1 ; 2 ; : : :; p ), where 1 2 p are the values of the tetrahedra in T . Similarly, let u 0 = ( 0 1 ; 0 2 ; : : :; 0 q ) be the sequence for T 0 . Then we say that T is a better triangulation of V than T 0 if u is lexicographically greater than u 0 , i.e. i = 0 i , i = 1; : : :; k, for some k 0, and either k+1 > 0 k+1 or k = p < q. An optimal triangulation of V is one with the largest possible sequence. In general, there is currently no simple way to determine whether a triangulation T is optimal, so our goal is to use local transformations to improve the sequence as much as possible. To this end, we introduce the following de nitions.
Let abc be an interior face in a triangulation T of V. Then abc is incident on two tetrahedra abcd and abce. We assign a face type to abc of the form Trs or Nrs  where T stands for transformable, N stands for nontransformable, and the possible  types are T23, T32, N32, T22, T44, N44, N40, N30 , and N20. Except for the case r = s = 4, r is the number of tetrahedra in the triangulation of a, b, c, d, e containing abcd and abce, and either s is 0 if the con guration has only one possible triangulation or s is the number of tetrahedra in the other triangulation of a, b, c, d, e. The T44 and N44 types involve a sixth vertex and a pair of simultaneous local transformations (involving 4 tetrahedra before and after) as explained below. For the types T32, N32, T22, T44, and N44, we sometimes add an edge of the face abc after the type in parenthesis, e.g. T32(ab), to indicate the edge that would be swapped out in a local transformation.
To illustrate the meaning of the 9 types, we use examples from Figure 1 . In con guration 2, face abc has type N40. In con guration 5, abc has type N30. In conguration 4, abc has type N20. In con guration 1A, abc has type T23. In con guration 3A, abc has type T22(ab) if abd and abe are boundary faces of T . Suppose tetrahedra deab and deac are present in T , like two of the tetrahedra in con guration 1B. Then dea has either type T32(de) if tetrahedron debc is also present in T , or type N32(de) if debc is not present in T . In the latter case, interior edge de is incident on at least four faces in T (e.g. there is an extra face def between deb and dec), and the extra faces between deb and dec must be removed before dea can become a T32(de) face.
In con guration 3A, suppose abd and abe are interior faces of T , and let abdf and abeg be the other tetrahedra incident on abd and abe, respectively (i.e. f 6 = c, g 6 = c). If f = g then abc has type T44(ab), indicating that two local transformations can be applied simultaneously (both replace edge ab with de). Note that an invalid triangulation results if only one of these two local transformations is applied. If f 6 = g then abc has type N44(ab); interior edge ab is incident on at least ve faces, and at least face abf or abg must be removed before abc can become a T44(ab) face.
In summary, a face abc of type T23, T32, T22, or T44 is transformable, i.e. a local transformation (or pair of simultaneous local transformations) can be applied to remove abc from the triangulation. A nontransformable face abc may be due to the presence of extra faces incident on an edge (type N32 or N44) or due to only one possible triangulation of a, b, c, d, and e (type N40, N30, or N20). We de ne a Trs ip as a local transformation which removes a Trs face; a ip is an alternative term for local transformation used in the computational geometry literature 4]. From now on, for simplicity, we consider the pair of simultaneous local transformations involved in a T44 ip to be a single local transformation.
Let (abcd) denote the value of tetrahedron abcd. Let abc be a transformable face of triangulation T incident on tetrahedra abcd and abce. We de ne abc to belocally-optimal if a local transformation applied to abc would not increase the smallest value of the tetrahedra involved in the T23, T32, T22, or T44 ip. (Theoretically, -locally-optimal could be de ned in terms of not increasing the sequence, i.e. ties are allowed for the smallest value. In practice, it would not be worthwhile to check for ties in an implementation using oating point arithmetic, since ties would seldom occur.) If abc is not -locally-optimal then a local transformation applied to abc would improve the sequence of the triangulation, and F(abc) is de ned to be the set of faces which may become transformable and non--locally-optimal as a result of this local transformation. For example, if abc has type T23, then abc is -locally-optimal if minf (abcd); (abce)g minf (deab); (deac); (debc)g, and F(abc) = fabd; abe; acd; ace; bcd; bceg.
Finally, we de ne a -locally-optimal triangulation to be a triangulation of V in which all transformable interior faces are -locally-optimal. Note that a -locallyoptimal triangulation is not necessarily an optimal triangulation of V with respect to . In the terminology of optimization problems, a -locally-optimal triangulation represents a local optimum point and an optimal triangulation represents a global optimum point.
In 6], an algorithm is given for improving a given triangulation of V to a -locallyoptimal triangulation where the measure is min . Using the above de nitions, the pseudocode for this algorithm, generalized to any measure , is as follows.
Algorithm TRIMU1
#Input: Arbitrary triangulation T of V.
#Output: -locally-optimal triangulation.
Put all interior faces of T in a queue and set front and back to be pointers to the rst and last faces of queue ipmu(T ,front,back) procedure ipmu(T ,front,back) Data structures for supporting the operations required by algorithm TRIMU1 are given in 6, 7] . The quality of the triangulation produced by algorithm TRIMU1, as measured by the sequence, depends on the initial triangulation and the order of applying the local transformations. For tetrahedral nite element meshes, the points of V are usually generated in a quasi-regular non-random manner, i.e. the distances of the points nearest any given point don't di er by large factors so there is the possibility that there exists a triangulation of V with no poorly-shaped tetrahedra. For these types of point sets, we nd that setting the initial triangulation to be Delaunay or nearly Delaunay seems to produce the best -locally-optimal triangulation in gen-eral, since the Delaunay triangulation tends to remove most types of poorly-shaped tetrahedra, except for sliver tetrahedra with 4 nearly coplanar vertices lying near an equator of the circumsphere. The reason for this is that the other types of poorlyshaped tetrahedra have larger circumradii (relative to the minimum edge length of the tetrahedron).
3. Combinations of local transformations. To improve a -locally-optimal triangulation further towards an optimal triangulation, we will derive combinations of two or more local transformations such that a single local transformation of the combination may decrease the sequence but the overall combination improves the sequence. In the next section, we present an algorithm which uses these combinations. The combinations will involve N32 and N44 faces, so we rst give the following lemma. To visualize the combinations, we believe it is easier to use 2-D diagrams like those in Figure 2 (this is how we derived all the combinations). These diagrams can be used to \see" the faces and tetrahedra around an interior edge before and after a local transformation as well as the interaction between adjacent local transformations. As the combinations become longer, perspective views like those in Figures 3{6 below become harder to visualize.
We start by looking at combinations of two local transformations that can improve the sequence. First suppose abc is an N32(ab) face of triangulation T and interior edge ab is incident on four faces abc, abd, abf, abe in circular order around ab, so the four tetrahedra are abcd, abdf, abfe, abec (see Figure 2a for a 2-D representation of this). We consider the following four cases based on the type of face abf. (1) abf has type T23: (See Figure 3. ) If a T23 ip is applied to remove abf, then tetrahedra abfd, abfe are replaced by deab, deaf, debf. This ip causes abc to become a T32(ab) face. If a T32 ip is now applied to remove abc, then tetrahedra abcd, abce, abde are replaced by cdea, cdeb. Note that deab is a temporary tetrahedron; it is created by the T23 ip but deleted by the T32 ip. The combination of two ips improves the sequence if minf (cdea); (cdeb); (deaf); (debf)g > minf (abcd); (abce); (abfd); (abfe)g. (2) abf has type T32(af) or T32(bf): Note that abf cannot have type T32(ab) since ab is incident on four faces. If abf has type T32(bf), then vertices a and b can be swapped so only the subcase of type T32(af) has to be considered. If a T32 ip is applied to remove abf, then tetrahedra afbd, afbe, afde are replaced by bdea, bdef. This ip causes abc to become a T32(ab) face, so a T32 ip can be applied to remove abc as in case (1) . The combination of two ips improves the sequence if minf (cdea); (cdeb); (bdef)g > minf (abcd); (abce); (afbd); (afbe); (afde)g. (3) abf has type T22(af) or T22(bf): In the latter subcase, vertices a and b can be swapped so only the former subcase has to be considered. If a T22 ip is applied to remove abf, then tetrahedra afbd, afbe are replaced by deba, debf. This ip causes abc to become a T32(ab) face, so a T32 ip can be applied to remove abc as in case (1) . The combination of two ips improves the sequence if minf (cdea); (cdeb); (debf)g > minf (abcd); (abce); (afbd); (afbe)g. (4) abf has type T44(af) or T44(bf): In the latter subcase, vertices a and b can be swapped so only the former subcase has to be considered. Let the other two tetrahedra involved in the T44(af) face be afgd, afge. If a T44 ip is applied to remove abf, then tetrahedra afbd, afbe afgd, afge are replaced by deba, debf, dega, degf. Note that g 6 = c since it is not possible for all four of the tetrahedra abcd, abce, abde, and cdea to simultaneously exist in a triangulation. The T44 ip causes abc to become a T32(ab) face, so a T32 ip can be applied to remove abc as in case (1) . The combination of two ips im-proves the sequence if minf (cdea); (cdeb); (debf); (dega); (degf)g > minf (abcd); (abce); (afbd); (afbe), (afgd); (afge)g. Now suppose abc is an N44(ab) face of triangulation T and interior edge ab is incident on ve faces abc, abd, abf, abg, abe in circular order around ab, so the ve tetrahedra are abcd, abdf, abfg, abge, abec (see Figure 2b) . We only consider the case that face abg has type T23. The case that abf has type T23 can be handled by swapping vertices f, g and swapping vertices d, e in the following case. The cases that abf or abg have type T32, T22, or T44 are similar to the above cases.
(5) abg has type T23: If a T23 ip is applied to remove abg, then tetrahedra abge, abgf are replaced by efab, efag, efbg. This ip causes abc to become a T44(ab) face. If a T44 ip is now applied to remove abc, then tetrahedra abcd, abce, abfd, abfe are replaced by deca, decb, defa, defb. Note that efab is a temporary tetrahedron; it is created by the T23 ip but deleted by the T44 ip. The combination of two ips improves the sequence if minf (deca); (decb); (defa); (defb); (efag); (efbg)g > minf (abcd); (abce); (abfd), (abge); (abgf)g. By experimental results from hundreds of test triangulations using three di erent tetrahedron shape measures (some of which are reported in the next section), we found that combinations involving T44 ips which improve the sequence don't occur very often (even though our V sets do have subsets of coplanar points). Of the remainder, improving combinations which decrease the number of tetrahedra by one or leave the number of tetrahedra unchanged occur more often, since poorly-shaped tetrahedra tend to have smaller volumes than well-shaped tetrahedra. Final tetrahedra are deac, decb, debf, defg, dega (there are 5 tetrahedra incident on edge de). The combination consists of one T23 ip followed by two T32 ips: (i) T23 ip adds edge de and replaces afgd, afge with deaf, deag, defg. (ii) T32 ip removes edge af and replaces afbd, afbe, afde with bdea, bdef. (iii) T32 ip removes edge ab and replaces abcd, abce, abde with cdea, cdeb.
Although the above combinations further improved the test triangulations, there were still slivers remaining which we believed to be removable because of the di erent results from the di erent shape measures. Since the above combinations include all possible ones involving two local transformations, we next looked at actual triangulations to see that the remaining slivers have N32 faces (and not N44 faces), and some of these could be removed by the two combinations of three local transformations given below (cases (6) and (7)). Other combinations of three local transformations are possible, e.g. involving N44 faces, but we didn't nd any more that were useful.
As expected, the two combinations of three ips further improved the test triangulations, but still left some removable slivers. Further observation into actual triangulations led to the discovery that longer combinations could be constructed based on a recurrence (cases (8) and (9) below). It is these longer combinations (which sometimes involve over 10 ips) that nally produced consistent results from the di erent shape measures and resulted in the elimination of the remaining removable slivers.
(6) Suppose abc is an N32(ab) face as in cases (1) to (4), and abf is an N32 face. By Lemma 1, abf cannot have type N32(ab). So abf has type N32(af) or N32(bf). In the latter subcase, vertices a and b can be swapped so only the former subcase has to be considered. Suppose interior edge af is incident on the four faces afb, afd, afg, afe in circular order, and afg has type T23 (see Figures 2c and 4) . If a T23 ip is applied to remove afg, then tetrahedra afgd, afge are replaced by deaf, deag, defg. This ip causes afb to become a T32(af) face. If a T32 ip is now applied to remove afb, then tetrahedra afbd, afbe, afde are replaced by bdea, bdef. This ip causes abc to become a T32(ab) face, so a T32 ip can be applied to remove abc as in case (1) . Note that deaf and bdea are temporary tetrahedra, and Then we would like to remove tetrahedron deaf by another ip. Suppose face afd has type T32(af) after the T23 ip, and afde, afdg, afeg are the tetrahedra incident on af (see Figure 2d , but ignore the line segment containing h). If minf (dega); (degf)g > min then adding the T32 ip which replaces tetrahedra afde, afdg, afeg by dega, degf to the combination improves the sequence. Note that the two T32 ips in this combination can be applied independently after the T23 ip, because the three tetrahedra afde, afdg, afeg are di erent from the three tetrahedra abcd, abce, abde. From this, it follows that g 6 = c, else tetrahedron cdea would get created by both T32 ips and this is impossible. Note that if the combination of three ips in case (6) does not increase the minimum local value, then the strategy of case (7) can be used to add another T32 ip, producing a combination of four ips. We now describe how an extension to this strategy can be applied after any T23 ip to produce longer combinations in a recursive manner.
Suppose a combination involving a T23 ip does not increase the minimum value, min , of the old tetrahedra encountered so far. Let the tetrahedra involved in this T23 ip be labelled afbd and afbe as in case (1), i.e. afb has type T23. As in the above cases, suppose the T23 ip produces one temporary tetrahedron deab for a subsequent T32 or T44 ip. As in case (7), suppose all the new nontemporary tetrahedra have values greater than min except for the tetrahedron deaf produced by this T23 ip. So we want to apply one or more further ips to remove deaf (and any subsequent similar new tetrahedra with a value min ). Suppose afd and afe are both interior faces, and afdg and afeh are the other two tetrahedra incident on these two faces (see Figure 2d) . Suppose afd has type T32(af) or N32(af) after a T23 ip is applied to remove afb, and minf (dega); (degf)g > min .
If g = h then
we have the situation in case (7) . So suppose g 6 = h and afgh is a tetrahedron in the triangulation. Then we have the following two new cases (note that the roles of g and h and of d and e may be swapped if necessary). Figure 2d ). (9) afh has type N32(ah) or N32(fh): In the latter subcase, vertices a and f can be swapped so only the former subcase has to be considered (note that by Lemma 1, afh cannot have type N32(af)). Suppose ah is incident on the four faces ahf, ahe, ahi, ahg in circular order, ahi has type T23, and (efgh) > min (see Figures 2e and 6 ). Then the situation is similar to case (6). If minf (egai); (eghi)g > min then the combination formed by adding the T23 ip which removes face ahi, the T32 ip which removes faces ahf, ahe, ahg, and the T32 ip which removes faces afd, afe, afg improves the sequence. If (egai) min and (eghi) > min (swap vertices a and h if necessary), then we have the beginning situation again if b is set to h, d to g, and f to i (see the lower half of Figure 2d ). The combination of ips formed by the above recurrence on the T23 faces may seem rather complicated. In the next section, we describe how to order the ips of the combination and how to check that the recurrence does not go back to a con guration that was previously considered. 4 . Improvement algorithm using combinations. Brief pseudocode for the algorithm which nds combinations of two or more local transformations to improve a -locally-optimal triangulation is given below. Combinations that improve the sequence are found by cycling through the interior faces of the triangulation. If an improving combination is found, a pointer to the face abc which starts the combination is saved so it can be determined when an entire pass of the interior faces has been made without nding an improving combination. For simplicity, combinations involving N44, T22, or T44 faces are omitted from the pseudocode. Each ip of a combination is recorded by putting its faces (to be removed) in an ordered list L. For example, if abf is a T23 face to be removed by a T23 ip then abf gets put on L, and if abc, abd, abe are T32 faces to be removed by the same T32 ip then abc=abd=abe get put on L as a group. When a combination that improves the sequence is found, ips are applied in the order indicated by list L. A queue is maintained of all the interior faces that may become transformable and non--locally-optimal, and procedure ipmu of x2 processes this queue to restore the triangulation to a -locally-optimal triangulation. The ips of a combination based on the recurrence in cases (8) and (9) can be found iteratively by using vertices a, b, d, e, f to record the con guration in the lower half of Figure 2d , swapping any pairs of vertices if necessary, and resetting b, d, f as indicated by the last sentence of case (8) or (9) if the recurrence is continued. To ensure that the recurrence on the T23 ips does not repeat itself, a check is made that the faces to be removed by each T23 or T32 ip are not already in list L (if a face is already in L, then the search for a combination terminates).
All the T23 ips appear in list L before the T32 ips. Each new T23 ip is inserted after the last T23 ip, and a pointer ptr is updated to point to the new T23 face. Each new T32 ip is also inserted after the last T23 ip, but ptr is not updated in this case. So the T23 faces get inserted in the order that they occur in the recurrence, and the T32 faces get inserted in the reverse order that they occur in the recurrence.
The recurrence goes through a sequence of faces of type N32(a j b j ) where a j b j and a j+1 b j+1 are di erent edges sharing a common vertex, e.g. a 0 b 0 = ab, a 1 b 1 = af. All these interior edges a j b j are incident on four or ve faces (see Figures 2a and 2d) , and every face incident on a j b j gets put in L. This means that for any face uvw that gets put in L, it is not possible that any subsequent face of L has type N32(uv), N32(uw), or N32(vw), except when abf is a T23 face and the next N32 face has type N32(af) or N32(bf).
If an improving combination is found, then the T23 ips can be applied independently, since each T23 ip is applied to make a di erent N32(a j b j ) face become a T32 face and none of the faces of F(uvw), where uvw is a T23 face, can appear as a subsequent T23 face in L. This can be seen by considering the case that abf is a T23 face and the next N32 face is afd as in Figures 2a and 2d . The rst four faces of F(abf) = fabd; abe; afd; afe; bfd; bfeg get put in L for T32 ips, and it is not possible for any subsequent a j b j to be bf, bd, be, fd, or fe because abf, abd, abe, afd, and afe are already in L, so bfd and bfe cannot appear in L. The ordering of the T32 ips is important since each T32 ip cannot be applied until some of the ips before it are applied.
We now provide some experimental results to show the e ectiveness of algorithm TRIMU2. The results are from the tetrahedral nite element mesh generation method described in 8, 10, 11] . In this method, a polyhedral region is rst decomposed into convex polyhedra, 2-D Delaunay triangulations are constructed on the polyhedron faces of the decomposition, and then for each convex polyhedron, a 3-D boundaryconstrained triangulation is constructed from the 2-D boundary triangles and interior mesh points generated on a quasi-uniform grid. The convex decomposition means that independent triangulations are constructed in each polyhedron. The boundary constraints means that no T22 ips may be performed. In each polyhedron, a boundary-constrained Delaunay triangulation is rst constructed, then improved to a -locally-optimal triangulation using algorithm TRIMU1, and nally improved further using algorithm TRIMU2.
Let T 0 denote the triangulation of the polyhedral region which contains a boundaryconstrained Delaunay triangulation in each convex polyhedron. Let T 1 denote the triangulation of the polyhedral region after algorithm TRIMU1 is applied in each polyhedron. Similarly, let T 2 denote the triangulation after algorithm TRIMU2 is applied. We have used three di erent tetrahedron shape measures; the results from using = (see equation (1) ) are given here (the other results are similar). The radius ratio takes on a maximum value of 1 only for a regular tetrahedron and approaches 0 for poorly-shaped tetrahedra. For two test regions, a U-shaped object and a teapot, Tables 1 to 4 contain the number of tetrahedra and statistics on the quality of the tetrahedra in T 0 , T 1 , and T 2 for di erent number of mesh vertices N v .
The U-shaped region is decomposed into 8 convex polyhedra. The teapot region is decomposed into 26 to 45 convex polyhedra (this number increases as N v increases). In Tables 2 and 4 , the statistics include the minimum value in the triangulation, the average value, and the percentage of the tetrahedra in the triangulation having values < 0:3 and 0:6. In Tables 1 and 3 , it can be seen that the number of tetrahedra decreases from T 0 to T 1 to T 2 . This is due to poorly-shaped tetrahedra having smaller volumes so more T32 ips occur than T23 ips. The statistics also show a clear increase in the sequence. The e ectiveness of algorithm TRIMU2 in removing poorly-shaped tetrahedra can be seen in the`min' and`< :3' columns of Tables 2 and 4 ; also observe the improvement in the`> :6' columns. In the T 2 triangulation of the teapot with N v = 586, there are two tetrahedra with values < 0:2, both occurring in a convex polyhedron with no interior mesh vertices; so these two tetrahedra are not removable because of an insu cient number of generated mesh vertices (note the improvement when N v is increased). The time complexity of algorithm TRIMU2 depends on the number of improving combinations found. For the triangulations of the U-shaped and teapot regions, the Table 2 Statistics on values of tetrahedra in triangulations of U-shaped region Table 4 Statistics on values of tetrahedra in triangulations of teapot region 15 CPU time to improve T 1 to T 2 using algorithm TRIMU2 is < 1.1 times the CPU time to construct T 1 , and the number of passes through the interior faces of a triangulation in a convex polyhedron is at most 5 and averages between 2 and 2.5. The greatest number of ips we have seen so far in an improving combination is 21.
When a Delaunay or nearly Delaunay triangulation is rst constructed, we believe algorithm TRIMU2 is almost always producing optimal or nearly optimal triangulations, because the nice distribution of tetrahedron shape measure values from hundreds of triangulations and three di erent shape measures match our expectations based on our knowledge of the location of the generated mesh vertices. By a \nearly optimal" triangulation, we mean that the sequence for the triangulation only di ers by a \small" amount from that for an optimal triangulation. Even in cases when the minimum value is < 0:1 due to a not so good generation of mesh vertices, we believe the triangulation from TRIMU2 is not far from optimal. However, we can not prove how close to optimal a triangulation actually is, because there is not enough known about optimal triangulations.
We know that TRIMU2 does not always produce an optimal triangulation with respect to , since sometimes using TRIMU2 with measure can produce a larger sequence than using TRIMU2 with measure (although the di erences are small in these cases). Also, if the starting triangulation for algorithm TRIMU1 is a triangulation far from a Delaunay one, then the quality of the tetrahedra in the triangulation after applying TRIMU1 and TRIMU2 can be much worse than when the starting triangulation is Delaunay or nearly Delaunay. This shows that TRIMU2 is not e ective at removing all types of poorly-shaped tetrahedra (e.g. tetrahedra with a small triangle joined to the fourth vertex by long edges), and shows that the order of applying local transformations can make a signi cant di erence. 5 . Improvement towards Delaunay triangulation. In this section, we describe a variation of algorithm TRIMU2 which can improve a pseudo-locally-optimal non-Delaunay triangulation towards a Delaunay triangulation. This illustrates that combinations can also be used to improve triangulations that are not based on any tetrahedron shape measure. We rst review some de nitions and results from 6].
Let abc be an interior face of triangulation T incident on tetrahedra abcd and abce. Then abc is a locally optimal face if the circumsphere of abcd does not contain e in its interior. A triangulation T is a Delaunay triangulation if and only if every interior face of T is locally optimal. So it is easy to check whether a triangulation is Delaunay or not. A given triangulation can be improved towards a Delaunay triangulation by applying local transformations to remove transformable non-locallyoptimal interior faces. A triangulation in which every non-locally-optimal interior face is nontransformable is called a pseudo-locally-optimal triangulation. Every Delaunay triangulation is pseudo-locally-optimal, but an example in 6] shows that it is possible for a pseudo-locally-optimal triangulation to be non-Delaunay.
Given a set V of noncoplanar 3-D points, a Delaunay triangulation can be constructed using local transformations and an incremental approach where the points of V are inserted one at a time into an existing Delaunay triangulation (starting from a single tetrahedron) 7]. For some applications where a partial or complete triangulation may already exist, an incremental approach may not be possible or desirable. For example, in the boundary-constrained triangulations mentioned in the previous section, an initial triangulation is created by joining an interior point to the boundary triangles; the boundary constraints do not allow for an incremental approach.
So we now examine how combinations of local transformations can be used to improve a pseudo-locally-optimal non-Delaunay triangulation towards a Delaunay triangulation. To prevent the sequence of triangulations produced by local transformations from cycling, some sort of measure is required. Although a tetrahedron shape measure is not applicable here, the circumradius can be used as the measure. In 6], it is shown that if a local transformation is applied to a transformable non-locallyoptimal interior face, then the minimum circumradius of the tetrahedra involved in the local transformation decreases. Let r = (r 1 ; r 2 ; : : :; r p ) be the circumradius sequence of a triangulation containing p tetrahedra, where r 1 r 2 r p are the circumradii of the tetrahedra. Then a Delaunay triangulation has an optimal circumradius sequence that is lexicographically less than that for any non-Delaunay triangulation. This means that we must nd combinations that locally decrease the smallest circumradius.
Note that a Delaunay triangulation is not necessarily the triangulation with the minimum largest circumradius, else the reciprocal of the circumradius could be used like a tetrahedron shape measure. It is not too hard to construct a unique Delaunay triangulation of ve points such that the Delaunay triangulation has both the smallest and largest circumradius compared with the non-Delaunay triangulation.
Since we now have a min-min problem instead of a max-min problem, algorithm TRIMU2 cannot be used directly with the circumradius r as the measure . In particular, the recurrence on the T23 faces in cases (8) and (9) makes no sense now, because we are trying to produce a smaller circumradius instead of removing the tetrahedron of poorest shape. However, the combinations in cases (1) to (6) can still be used if is replaced with r and the > signs replaced with < signs. These combinations only have to be considered if the N32 or N44 face abc is non-locallyoptimal, since these are the faces causing the triangulation to be non-Delaunay. We have also found that two more combinations are helpful in practice. The rst is similar to case (6) but afg has type T32 instead of T23. The second is also similar to case (6) but afg has type N32(ag) (a and f may be swapped), ag is incident on four faces agf, agd, agh, age in circular order, and agh has type T23. Let algorithm TRICR be this modi ed algorithm, which is similar to TRIMU2.
To test algorithm TRICR, we generated 30 pseudo-locally-optimal non-Delaunay triangulations of sets of n random points, where n ranges from 300 to 700. A pseudo-locally-optimal triangulation is constructed by applying local transformations to transformable non-locally-optimal interior faces starting from an initial triangulation which is formed by sorting the n points and joining one point at a time (from outside the convex hull of the previous points) to the visible boundary faces of the previous triangulation. This approach usually results in a Delaunay triangulation but enough data sets were tried to produce 30 pseudo-locally-optimal non-Delaunay triangulations. For 28 of these 30 triangulations, algorithm TRICR is successful at producing a Delaunay triangulation.
6. Concluding remarks. We have presented the approach of using combinations of local transformations to improve 3-D triangulations, where the tetrahedra in a triangulation ll the convex hull of the given points. This approach can be extended to given triangulations of nonconvex polyhedral regions. We already mentioned in x4 that constraints on boundary triangles can be enforced by not allowing any T22 ips. For nonconvex regions, it is possible that an interior face abc has \type" T32(ab) or T44(ab) but other \interior" faces of the con guration involving abc are boundary faces of the region because ab is a boundary edge instead of an interior edge. In these cases, T32 or T44 ips cannot be applied. The modi cation to algorithm TRIMU2 consists simply of terminating the search for a combination when a boundary face is incident on such an edge ab. With this modi cation, the algorithm can be used to improve the triangulations produced by any tetrahedral mesh generation method.
In 14], simulated annealing with edge swaps is used for constructing 2-D datadependent triangulations for the application of scattered data interpolation. Simulated annealing with local transformations could also be used for constructing 3-D improved-quality triangulations, but simulated annealing would be much slower than the approach presented in this paper and it would likely be less e ective for tetrahedral nite element meshes since geometric aspects of the problem are not taken into account in simulated annealing. For 3-D data-dependent triangulations, the use of both simulated annealing and combinations of local transformations would probably be the best approach since the criterion for an optimal data-dependent triangulation is not based on the shape or geometry of the tetrahedra.
A lot is known about 3-D Delaunay triangulations, but still relatively little is known about optimal triangulations with respect to tetrahedron shape measures. Hopefully, this paper will stimulate further research on these triangulations. Some open problems include the following. How close to optimal are the triangulations produced by algorithm TRIMU2 (when the starting triangulation for algorithm TRIMU1 is nearly Delaunay and the vertices of V are generated in a quasi-regular non-random way)? Can a \good" -locally-optimal triangulation be constructed using fewer local transformations than the approach discussed in this paper? Is it necessary to construct a Delaunay triangulation rst or increase the sequence with every combination? Can an optimal triangulation with respect to be constructed by an algorithm using local transformations? How can it be easily checked whether a triangulation is optimal with respect to ?
In 6], it is conjectured that given two di erent triangulations T 1 and T 2 of the same set of points, T 2 can be obtained from T 1 by a nite sequence of local transformations. Knowing whether this conjecture is true or false may give partial answers to some of the above questions. The resolution of this conjecture will also tell us whether or not it is always possible to convert a pseudo-locally-optimal non-Delaunay triangulation to a Delaunay triangulation using local transformations.
Standard Fortran 77 implementations of the algorithms discussed in this paper have been added to GEOMPACK 9] , which is available via anonymous ftp from menaik.cs.ualberta.ca in the pub/geompack directory.
